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Narrator 1：There is a little boy called Willy. 

Willy：Hi, I am Willy. I was born in a tea family. 

Narrator 2：He is interested in growing green tea. 

Willy：When I was little, I grew green tea with my family. So I love green tea!  

Narrator 3：After graduating, he starts the business. 

Willy：Wow, I finally graduated. I plan to start a business called “Super Power Tea”! 

Narrator 1: And he is constantly looking for company cooperation. 

Willy：My entrepreneurial philosophy emphasizes organic farming. I hope I can find 

company cooperation. 

Narrator 2：Willy sends his proposal to many companies. Fortunately, one company is 

interested in his proposal and then contacts him. 

Company’s manager：I'm satisfied with your proposal. What’s the reason that you want to 

cooperate with my company? 

Willy：Oh, that’s a good question. Let me think about it... I want to cooperate with your 

company because we have the same business philosophy. 

Company’s manager：Ok, I got it. And why do you decide to grow organic green tea? 

Willy：I think growing organic green tea is good for our health. People are more and more 

health-conscious nowadays. 

Company’s manager：Ok, sounds great! I hope we can enjoy our cooperation. 

Narrator 1：After the cooperation, green tea sold well, but there are also some problems 

coming to Willy. So Willy asks for his family to solve the problem. 

Willy：Oh my god! Why are my green tea leaves being eaten by bugs! 

Willy’s family：Come on! It’s not a serious problem. You can add pesticides furtively for 

your green tea leaves. 

Willy：That’s a good idea! I will take your advice. 

Narrator1：Willy starts to put pesticides on the green tea leaves. However, the company 

conducts an annual green tea leaves inspection and finds that the pesticide exceeded the 

standard. 



Company’s manager：Willy! What’s wrong with you? How dare you add the pesticide into 

the green tea leaves! You don't know how much money our company lost in this way! You 

can’t afford it! 

Willy：I’m so sorry. I shouldn't put so much pesticide into the green tea leaves. I will pay the 

loss of the company. 

Company’s manager：You must pay 2 million dollars. Our company terminates the 

contract with you!   

Narrator2: After things came to light, they terminated the contract. Suddenly, Willy shot 

down his company that he paid a lot of money for compensation. 


